Friday, October 15, 2021
Welcome New Members!

All Eagle LLC is located in Reno, Nevada delivering professional services
focusing on Asbestos Abatement, Mold Remediation, and General Demolition.
Although officially established in January 2015, their team extended experience
that goes back to 2014. They perform great services with great prices. All Eagle
LLC specializes in doing emergency work and post-fire and water abatement
with a quick turnaround.

GEM Drafting is a veteran-owned and operated drafting company. They
provide expertise in the industry’s leading programs for BIM, Scanning
Services, Drafting and Architectural Design. Their goal is to provide

contractors, engineers, and architects with efficient BIM coordination utilizing
our strategic BIM lifecycle. No matter what level of development is required,
they have the capabilities.
Scanning services include:
Scan to BIM for AS BUILTS, records drawings, building inspections, design
clash scans, MEP scans, architectural structure scans, 3D models.
Drafting and design services include:
Commercial and residential new builds, remodels, renovations, additions,
tenant improvements, commercial building design, multipurpose building
design, apartment building design, subdivision master plans, energy checks,
and 3D renderings.

Martin-Harris Construction (MHC) has been in business since 1976 and has
been named ENR Southwest Magazine’s 2020 Contractor-of-the-Year. In
response to their clients’ needs for a multi-faceted contractor, they maintain
dedicated talent and resources in a wide variety of market segments with
experience in all delivery methods, augmented by in-house self-performance
capabilities. This ensures that no matter the scope, from $10k emergency
repairs to $100k tenant improvements and $10M renovations to $100M+ new
builds, they have the resources and experience to consistently provide a
certainty of delivery to achieve any project goal and build strong relationships
with their clients. Their market sector expertise includes: healthcare, industrial,
office, education, multi-family, special use, hospitality, public works, and retail.

Nason's Scanning Service LLC has been in business for 7 years. They scan
concrete to locate embedded objects and perform sub-surface investigations to
locate utilities, vaults, voids and more!

Exciting Announcements

Congratulations LP Insurance for being named 2021 Best Practices Agency by
Independent Agents & Brokers of America!

Congratulations Deanna DeHart, Courtney Pino and Bryce Warner for being
hired onto the LP Insurance Reno employee benefits team!

Click here to read more about Deanna, Courtney and Bryce on the NNBW!

In The News

Phil Mannelly, Attorney at McDonald Carano, was featured in the NNBW.
Click here to read his interview on the new pay equity law and how it will
impact Nevada.

Member Services

Check out the updated AGC roster here!

The Friday Scoop with AGC
Our members' chance to get the word out about their upcoming events,
introduce new employees, or simply brag about their people or awards &
recognition they receive!
Has your company recently been in the news? Have you been given an award?
Hired someone we all need to meet?
Please contact Lesly at LeslyJ@NevadaAGC.org to spread the word
in the next Friday Scoop with AGC.

*Content may be edited and modified for space.

